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IN THE COURT OF SUB-DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE(S), DHUBRI C.R. Case No. 9152/2014 
U/S 403/34 IPC 

SULTANA SAHIDA BEGUM @ SONALI 
VS 

1) MOKTADUL SARKAR 
2) SHAHIDA BIBI 
3) CHUKTKI @ MONA 
4) NALO BIBI 
5) MOHIDUL SARKAR……… ACCUSED PERSONS 

 PRESENT:- SMTI. SANGITA HALOI, LL.M., A.J.S. 
SUB-DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE(S), DHUBRI 

 COUNSEL FOR THE COMPLAINANT: - MR. A. K. CHOUDHURY,        LD. ADVOCATE  FOR THE ACCUSED: -   MR. M. MONDAL,LD. ADVOCATE   EVIDENCE RECORDED ON :-  04.02.15, 15.05.17, 4.2.15, 15.05.17, 19.06.17 
ARGUMENT HEARD ON:-    02-09-19,13-09-19,25-09-19,15-10-19,29-10-19 
JUDGMENT DELIVERED ON:-  06.12.19 

 
JUDGMENT 

1. In this case accused persons namely Moktadul Sarkar and four other are facing trial 
for the case filed by the complainant sultana Shahida Begum @ Sonali, u/s 
498(A)/34 IPC.  

2. The brief of the complainant case is that on complainant got married to the 
accused Moktadul Sarkar, four years back, from the date of filing complaint by 
executing Kabinnama. After the marriage the complainant was leading her conjugal 
life in the house of accused persons. Out of their wedlock a female child was born 
to them. It was stated by the complainant in the complaint petition that after 1 ½ 
years of happy conjugal life, the accused on instruction of the other family 
members demanded Rs. 1,00,000/- and asked her to bring the same from her 
father. Thereafter on 13-05-13 the father of the complainant had gifted some 
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articles (Stridhan) to the complainant which were received by the accused person 
Moktadul Sarkar.  Again 05-11-14 the accused persons assaulted upon the 
complainant and wrongfully confined her in a room for which the complainant's 
father had lodged an F.I.R. before the Officer-in-Charge of Dhubri P.S. on 6-11-14 
vide Dhubri P.S case No. 1402/2014,  U/S 498 (A)/342 IPC. The complainant 
alleged that the accused persons on the very night at about 8.00 P.M.  tired to kill 
her by mixing poison in her food and also tried to kill her gagging her mouth with a 
pillow in her mouth. The also added that on 33-07-14 the accused SahidaBibi  with 
the help of other accused persons  tried to kill her  by giving electric shock. At last, 
the I.O. of the case recovered the complainant from the wrongful confinement of 
the accused persons and handed over to the parents of the complainant. The 
complainant stated in the complaint petition that now the accused persons 
dishonestly misappropriated the Shridhan articles of complainant into their own use 
and trying to sold the said articles and thereby committed criminal breach of trust. 
Hence, the complainant filed the case to recover the said Shridhan articles from the 
possession of the accused persons.   

3. On receipt of the complaint petition the complainant was examined u/s 200 Cr.PC. 
On examination of complainant this court finds sufficient materials to presume that 
the accused persons have committed offence u/s 403/34 IPC. Hence, summons 
were issued to the accused persons.  

4. On receipt of summons the accused persons appeared before the court and they 
were released on bail. Copies of relevant documents were furnished to the accused 
persons under section 207 of Cr. P.C. After hearing the learned counsel for both 
the sides and on finding sufficient material to presume that the accused persons 
have committed offence punishable under section 403/34 IPC, the charge under 
the said section was framed, read over and explained to the accused persons to 
which they pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

5. In support of their case the complainant side examined two witnesses. After 
closure of prosecution evidence statement under section 313 of Cr.P.C. were 
recorded of the accused persons which were of total denial. Defence side did not 
examine any witness. Heard the argument put forwarded by the learned Counsel 
for both the sides as well as gone through the evidence available on record. 
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6. Point for determination. 
Whether the accused dishonestly misappropriated the stridhan articles 
of the complainant and thereby committed offence punishable 
u/s.403/34 IPC? 
Discussion, Decision and Reasons thereof:- 

7. C.W.-1 Abul Hussain Bepari deposed that the complainant and the accused persons 
are known to him. Complainant is his daughter. The complainant got married to the 
accused Muktadul Sarkar four years back. After two years of their marriage all the 
accused persons started torturing upon his daughter in demand of money of Rs. 1 
lakh as dowry. Thereafter on 13/05/13  he gave all the listed articles to accused 
Muktadul Sarkar like Godrej Almirah, dressing table, bed, dining table, tea table, 
sofa, alna gold ring, gold bracelet,  utensils, watch along with other articles in 
presence of other witnesses. Thereafter on 05/11/14 the accused persons 
physically assaulted his daughter and due to that incident he lodged an Ejahar 
against the accused persons. Since then his daughter along with her child residing 
at his house. Now, the accused persons trying to misappropriate all those 
belongings by way of selling to those articles. Subsequently, three months back, he 
went to the house of the accused persons but accused Muktadul Sarkar declined to 
lead conjugal life with his daughter and also misbehaved with him. Hence, this case 
filed by his daughter to take legal actions against the accused persons.  
During his cross examination he stated that he has submitted the documents, 
receipt of the list of articles, showing the same has been bought by him. He denied 
the suggestion that he has not deposited any such documents as he did not buy 
any of those articles. He said that the accused and the informant got married six 
years back on the basis of families understanding. He said that when the talk of 
marriage was going on, the accused person or his family member did not place any 
kind of demand. At the time of marriage a ring and a wrist watch was given as per 
tradition. He denied the suggestion that on 04/11/14, his wife and himself had 
gone to the house of the accused persons and there he had an altercation with the 
accused persons and then he took away his daughter and filed the false case. He 
stated that after bringing back his daughter he went to the house of the accused 
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person after one month along with Mannan and Abu Hamid asking the accused 
either to lead conjugal life with his wife or return the articles. He stated that no 
villagers went to the house of the accused and he did not approach anyone asking 
them to come to the house of the accused. He denied the suggestion that they 
have not gone to accused' house and that all village meetings are actually held in 
the house of the accused. He stated that his daughter, police and himself had gone 
to the house of the accused. He denied the suggestion that he did not give any 
articles to the accused, so, police did not find any articles to recover and it was 
their conspiracy to bring things from the house of the accused persons.  

8. C.W.-3 ( which should have been CW-2) Abdul Mannan deposed that the 
complainant and the accused persons are known to him. Complainant got married 
to the accused Muktadul Sarkar in the year 2011. Out of their wedlock a baby was 
born. After two years of happy conjugal living, the accused started to quarrel and 
on 13.05.13 the complainant's father gave bed, showcase, godrej, tea table, sofa, 
dining set, gold ring, alena, wrist watch, utensils and other articles. He deposed 
that on 05/11/14 the accused persons confined the complainant in the house and 
tried to kill her. Then the complainant's father filed a case and rescued her. He said 
that after a months later, Abu Hanifa, Abu Hussain,Abul Hussain and himself with 
few others had gone to the house of the accused to bring back the articles which 
complainant's father had given her. But they refused to return and said that 
Muktadul Sarkar will not continue conjugal life with her. He said that there is a fear 
that the accused persons are going to sell the articles and destroy them.  
  During his cross examination P.W.-2 said that he is the brother-in-law of 
the complainant. Her father's house is at a distance of 17/18 km and the house of 
accused Muktadul is near his house. SamsulHoque, Sunu and other 20/25 persons 
resides near the OP's house. The marriage was performed by social rites and 
customs and at the time of marriage, no demands were placed. So, no articles 
were given at the time of marriage. He said that he does not know if there any 
receipt of the articles. He denied the suggestion that the complainant side did not 
give any articles to the accused side ever. He said that the one Azizur from their 
village also went with them when they went to house of accused house to bring 
back the articles. He denied the suggestion that he did not give any articles to the 
accused persons on 13-05-13. He denied the suggestion that  the accused persons 
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did not try to kill the complainant.  He admitted that he cannot describe the articles 
in details. He denied the suggestion that they filed a false case in order to harass 
the accused and since no articles were given, so, he is unable to describe them in 
details.  

APPRECIATION OF EVIDENCES 
 

9. In this case, the accused being the husband and the in-laws of the informant, are 
facing the trial u/s 403 IPC. The complainant side has examined four numbers of 
witnesses in this case. 

10. Section 403 of IPC lays down, “Whoever dishonestly misappropriates or converts to 
his own use any movable property, shall be punished with imprisonment of either 
description for a term which may extend to two years, or with fine, or with both.” 
“Explanation I.—A dishonest misappropriation for a time only is a 
misappropriation with the meaning of this section. Illustration A finds a 
Government promissory note belonging to Z, bearing a blank endorsement. A, 
knowing that the note belongs to Z, pledges it with a banker as a security for a 
loan, intending at a future time to restore it to Z. A has committed an offence 
under this section. Explanation 2.—A person who finds property not in the 
possession of any other person, and takes such property for the purpose of 
protecting if for, or of restoring it to, the owner does not take or misappropriate it 
dishonestly, and is not guilty of an offence; but he is guilty of the offence above 
defined, if he appropriates it to his own use, when he knows or has the means of 
discovering the owner, or before he has used reasonable means to discover and 
give notice to the owner and has kept the property a reasonable time to enable the 
owner to claim it. What are reasonable means or what is a reasonable time in such 
a case, is a question of fact. It is not necessary that the finder should know who 
the owner of the property is, or that any particular person is the owner of it; it is 
sufficient if, at the time of appropriating it, he does not believe it to be his own 
property, or in good faith believe that the real owner cannot be found.” 

11. Now let me discuss if the evidences of the prosecution side are sufficient to prove 
the facts that Stridhan articles were misappropriated by the accused persons with a 
dishonest intention. All the witnesses are unison on the point that at the initial 
stage of their marital life, the complainant led conjugal life happily with the accused 
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side. The complainant had mentioned two dates, i.e., 13.05.2013 & 05.11.2014 as 
the dates of occurrences and during her cross-examination she admitted that 
except those two dates no occurrence had taken place in any other dates. 
However, the complainant could not substantiate as to why she did not file a case 
on those dates, on which the alleged incident had taken place. Though, in the 
petition she mentioned about a case u/s 498(A) IPC. But the complainant could not 
placeany documents in favour of the plea regarding the pending case in Dhubri 
Police Station. The other witnesses also could not state anything to fact that the 
accused had dishonestly misappropriated the articles of the complainant side by 
converting it to his own use.  

12. Perusal of the complaint petition of this case, reveals that the accused persons 
made the alleged demand of Rs.1 lakh along with articles after 2 years of their 
conjugal life. According to PW-1, she led conjugal life happily with the accused for 
a period of about 1 and ½ years. After that her father handed over listed articles to 
the accused as her Stridhan. In the body of the complaint petition, the complainant 
listed around 51 numbers of articles and by filing this case, she has prayed for 
issuing Search Warrant of this case. Accordingly, my learned predecessor in office, 
was pleased to issue search warrant in this case, whereby, the concerned O/C of 
Dhubri PS has visited the house of the accused and submitted a report before this 
court to the effect that they did not find any of those articles as listed by the 
complainant in her petition. The concerned officer also reported that few of the 
articles like Steal-Almirah and one Steal Dressing (table) were found in the house 
of the accused. Further the police had satisfied about the fact that those two 
articles were actually belongs to the accused and they had produced the cash 
memo for those two articles. Thus the police report makes it clear that they could 
not find any of the articles as mentioned in the complainant petition. 

13. Now from the police verification of those articles, it is cleared that the police could 
not find any of the articles which were claimed as Stridhan articles by the 
complainant side. Further the complainant’s evidence is not sufficient to show that 
the articles were misappropriated by any of the accused person. Thus in my 
considered opinion the acts of the accused are not sufficient to convict the accused 
u/s.403 IPC.In the case of V. D. Jhingan Vs. State of Uttar Pradesh AIR 1966 
SC 1762 the Hon’bleSupreme Court has held that It is also the cardinal rule of our 
criminal jurisprudence that the burden in the web of proof of an offence would 
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always lies upon the prosecution to prove all the facts constituting the ingredients 
beyond reasonable doubt. If there is any reasonable doubt, the accused is entitled 
to the benefit of the reasonable doubt. 

14. In the light of above discussions and reasons I am of the opinion that the 
complainant has failed to prove the case against the accused persons beyond 
reasonable doubt u/sec 403 of IPC and hence the accused person deserved to be 
acquitted of the offences leveled against him. 

15. This case was fixed for judgment on 08/11/19. But due to the absence of the 
accused side the judgment could not pronounced on that day and fixed today for 
judgment.  

16. Given under my hand & seal of this Court and delivered in the open Court on this 
7th day of December, 2019.  
    

    (SANGITA HALOI)                          Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate,      Dhubri        
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    APPENDIX  COMPLAINANT  WITNESSES: 

1. Complainant :  SultananSahida Begum 2. CW.1:   Abul Hussain Bepari 3. CW.3:   Abdul Mannnan( which should have been CW-2) 
 DEFENCE WITNESSES : Nil 

COURT WITNESSES : Nil 
EXHIBITED DOCUMENTS: 
   Nil  

         (SANGITA HALOI)                          Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate,         Dhubri   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


